
Narrative imagination creates a space of learning where contem-

porary and historic knowledge of designed place merge.  This paper 

discusses how an instructor s curation and narration of archival mate-

rial can provoke design-students to imagine narratives and active-

ly visuali e processes humans use to construct, inhabit and adjust 

comfort in place. The concept of narrative imagination presented in 

this paper is informed by traditional narrative as Marie-Laure Ryan 

defines it her 2 5 article, Narrative and the Split Condition of 

Digital Textuality  (The traditionalist school) “conceives narrative as 

an invariant core of meaning, a core that distinguishes narrative from 

other types of discourse, and gives it a trans-cultural, trans-histor-

ical, and trans-medial identity.”1 The work of Gerard Genette, Levi-

Strauss, Roland Barthes, acques Derrida, Monica Fludernik, ohn 

Fiske, ames Phelan, Henry enkins and others is also influential.2 

First, to establish vocabulary for this discussion. It is important 

to clearly distinguish between story and narrative.  Story or histoire 

in French is the abstracted chronology of events, actions and influ-

ents in a place.  Narrative is the discourse used by a narrator design-

er to deliver the story to an audience.  Narrators deliver narratives. 

Narratees receive and interpret narratives. Roland Barthes term 

scriptor  is used to refer to the author of a narrative, since the narra-

tor-narratee interactions of imaginative narratives are more similar 

to the participatory or emergent scripted narratives of games, cine-

ma, theater, or politics than to traditional literary narratives.    Like, 

game, cinema, and theater scripts design-based narratives embed 

multiple interpretative-options. This  encourages narratee-players to 

assemble custom combinations of narrative lines, events, character 

attributes and actions. Thus, each customi ed replay of a participato-

ry or emergent design-narrative script exposes different aspects of 

both the narrative and the place-worlds co-created by narrators and 

narratee-players.   

Several distinctions between games, literary-works and designed 

place are also relevant  In games or literary-works, the narrative is 

the end product, and the story-world serves as background and 

backdrop.  In design-process the place-setting for the story-world is 

the primary product, and imagination of narrative and the histoire of 

experiences within the story-world are tools to help a designer imag-

ine, configure, and communicate the experience, and performance 

of place. Fixity of product and completion are other points of con-

trast. A finished literary or game design project remains a relative-

ly stable product of the scriptor s vision unless hacked.  Whereas, 

after design-products (places) are completed and constructed, a 

succession of users interpret, envision and revise places to suit their 

own visions and needs. Thus design-narrative scripts are inherent-

ly participatory and emergent. Places and place-narratives are also 

perpetually incomplete. Completion of the design-product mere-

ly sets the stage for new cycles of design driven by a succession of 

project occupants.

In narrative-based design studios, students assume the roles of 

both narratee and narrator.  As narratees, they receive, perceive, 

analy e, interpret and critique an instructional narrative.  In response 

to studio prompts and assignments, students design and narrate cus-

tom story-worlds that share some (but not all) aspects of the studio 
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story-world.  Ideally during design students also develop an ability to 

consider projects in progress from both the narrator s abstract over-

view and a narratee s empathetic participation in character experi-

ences within the design world.

Temporal order is another key variable in design-based narrative 

imagination. While structural or post-structural narratives are both 

effective tools to employ during imaginative visuali ation of place, 

post-structural narrative strategies common to cinema and perfor-

mance arts encourage imaginative movement across time by dis-

rupting the narratee s position in time.   Examples of post-structural 

strategies that unbalance a narratee s critical position in time, events 

and place include  

- multiple or alternate reality lines,

- interwoven narratives and temporal periods, 

- flashbacks and forwards, 

- strategic shifts between character perspectives, 

objective and subjective narrative voices, 

- as well as variation in social, cultural and ethical frames.5

Frequent temporal dislocations within the histoire also encour-

ages design students to adopt and compare a range of value-based 

perspectives that reflect the agendas and power of different par-

ticipants within past, contemporary, and future cultural value sys-

tems. This suspended unbalance also creates a fluid state of mind 

ideal for trans-cultural, trans-historical, and trans-medial imagina-

tion, critique, synthesis and inter-edits of historic and contemporary 

design narratives, precedents and products.  Literary narratives such 

as onnegut s Slaughterhouse Five, Pynchon s Gravity s Rainbow, 

and Samuel R. Delany s Dhalgren are fully elaborated examples of 

the temporal fluidity post-structural narrative structures can add 

to story-worlds.

 The title of the narrative that serves as an example for this paper 

“ efferson s Sketchbook” reflects the prime drivers of its histoire and 

narrative  efferson, and his culture, his world-view, his personal 

working sketches, his passion for and investment in social, cultural 

and physical evolution of the Lawn at U a. Full of erasures, changes, 

rips and stains, scaled only by the graph lines of the paper, efferson s 

sketches are as imperfect and engaging as the man himself --and full  

gaps into which expository lessons and a participant s imaginative 

speculation will comfortably fit.  (Figure 1) 

The efferson s sketchbook narrative is scripted for a second-year 

studio (Architectural Design II).  Thus, thematic content is driven by 

second-year curriculum topics  design order, movement, structure 

and scale, functional performance as related to passive comfort 

strategies, socio-culture influents on habitation, and synthetic under-

standing of the life and performances of campus space.7  During the 

course, students visit select campuses and urban spaces that express 

curricular themes including efferson s Lawn at University of irginia. 

Thus, this instructional narrative also juxtaposes the imagined with 

the actual place and experience.  The histoire for the studio narrative 

covers approximately 2 -years from 1817-2 18, and addresses 

the design, construction and subsequent social-cultural and physi-

cal change in Lawn efferson s Academical illage on The Lawn. The 

instructional narrative is structured as six studies related to curricular 

themes and three design exercises.  This paper utili es the instruc-

tional narrative for the six studies as an example.

THE SIX STUDIES 

The six studies assigned to students expose and explore phenome-

nal experience and design influents, structure the oral delivery of the 

instructional narrative, and guide selection of historic and contem-

porary readings, images distributed (or hinted at) during the delivery 

of the full instructional narrative. Table 1 illustrates characters in the 

instructional narrative used to prompt students to visuali e perfor-

mative flows in each study.

  ey event-moments in instructional narrative for the studies 

include  efferson s first conception of an academical village and the 

letter he wrote to “To the Trustees of the Lottery for East Tennessee 

College” describing it.8  efferson studying Palladian geometry. 

efferson sketching preliminary designs for pavilions and arcades 

on gridded paper (181 -182 ).9 efferson and his master-craftsmen 

guiding the various processes and stages of construction on The Lawn 

(181 -182 ).1   The year that professors move into the pavilions, stu-

dents into the rooms, and slaves into the basements or quarters down 

the hill (1825). 11  The everyday cycle of teaching, cooking and living 

in hot humid summers, torrential spring rains, deep red mud, dark 

nights and bitter cold winter wind. (1825, 2 19).  Smoldering fires, 

iron cookpots and basement doors shut tight to keep the heat and 

smoke of cooking out of the upper levels (1825).

The studies end in a contemporary midnight moment that 

Figure 1. A typical example of efferson s sketches for the Pavilions. “No. 1.
Pavilion West.” University of irginia, Thomas efferson, undated. (circa 1818). 
(http www2.iath.virginia.edu wilson drawings images large N 55.jpg access 
date 2 2 2 17)
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bibliographies of online links, etc. Organi ed in this way, 

resources can be quickly flipped through and pulled into the 

written and oral narrative flow of the studio.  Not all material 

in the resource decks is visible to students or used during the 

course of the studio. Material may be distributed to individual 

course members or to the class as a whole. Students may also 

be shown a sample fragment (a teaser) and  the source link to 

digital archives where the material was sourced as a means to 

encourage independent exploration.12 

Employment of resource decks, and delivery of instruc-

tional narrative are points where the hunch that drives the 

teaching or research of an educator shapes  this instructional 

practice. As design instructors know, each academic class-

year expresses a distinct energy, tempo, favored issues and 

concerns. And that the concerns of a class-year are influenced 

by broader disciplinary dialogue and the interactive chemis-

try of its constituent members, including faculty assigned to 

teach on the year-team. In oral traditions, narrators often 

re-script a histoire during the flow of narrative delivery, adjust 

content, add emphasis or repetitions to issues, moments and 

characters that engage a particular audience or that the nar-

rator wishes to reinforce for his her own purposes. During 

delivery of the instructional narrative, an educator needs to 

do the same --letting an intuitive feel for student receptivity 

and a storyteller s hunch guide the narrative expos , direc-

tion and depth of exploration given to each content study in 

a studio. An engaging narrator leaves strategic gaps, small 

Table 1. The Six Studies (course assignment, Moir-McClean 2 17)

transitions to the design investigation when a genderless faculty 

member emails the class from Lagos (with appropriate time one dis-

placement) asking for a narrative design response to the studies. As 

the design-program phase of instructional narrative begins a group 

of avatar-students meet their visiting instructor for a seminar class 

scheduled to meet sometimes in web-space and sometimes physically 

on the Lawn.  Eventually, the actual class travels to U a. where they 

experience a doppelganger moment when students from the course 

meet in the same setting as the imaginary students of 1825 and 

2 19. Table 2 summari es the timeline of key events in the studio 

narrative.

PREPARATION FOR A NARRATIVE BASED STUDIO 

In narrative based studios, the course critic serves as instructor, 

critic, scriptor, and instructional narrator.  Preparation for a narra-

tive-based studio involves typical studio course design practices 

like identification of curricular goals, conceptual themes and issues, 

precedent resources, program, location and context influents. In 

addition to typical elements, a narrative studio requires preparation 

of a preliminary histoire and narrative line(s) and curation of content 

to support the narrative.  For a narrative studio, content is organi ed 

into resource decks.  Resource decks are essentially a repository 

of latent histoire and expose from which the instructional narrator 

selects -much like an oral narrator pulls narrative elements from 

memory into his or her current narrative. Resource decks are orga-

ni ed as topical folders on the instructor s cloud computer drives. 

Each folder contains a curated set of primary and secondary source 

texts, archival and graphic documents, images, .mov clips, slide sets, 

TABLE 1.  THE SIX STUDIES

    influen   title of study   performative flow   characters

1st STUDY  HEAT THE HEARTH
in the Pavilion

Flow  Heat and Smoke master, student. slave, wife.

2nd STUDY  THIC LANTERN of BRIC   
 HEARTH-LIGHT
in the Pavilion

Flow  Hearth Light Benjamin Franklin. 
Aime Armand. 
master, student. slave, wife.
designer.

rd STUDY  COOL COOLNESS of BREE E
in the Pavilion, on the Lawn

Flow  Bree e master, student. slave, wife.

th  STUDY  OCCUPANTS UPSTAIRS  DOWNSTAIRS
in the Pavilion, on the Lawn

Flow  Served and Servant master, student. slave, wife.

5th STUDY  DAY
LIGHT 

LANTERN of BRIC   
DAY-LIGHT
in the Pavilion

Flow  Interior Exterior Shadows master, student. slave, wife. 
designer.

5th STUDY  ATMOSPHERIC
LIGHT 

ATMOSPHERIC LIGHT
in the Pavilion, on the Lawn

Flow  The COLOR of Daylight
Flow  The COLOR of Hearth light

master, student. designer.

th STUDY  ORDER A GRAMMAR of PROPORTION 
 MEASURE

in the Pavilion, on the Lawn

Re ection on Form  Flow Thomas efferson, 
Andrea Palladio.  
Mitchell G. Stiny. 
student. designer.
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mysteries, and questions in the narrative where narratees may proj-

ect their own speculations.  For example, efferson kept an aviary of 

mockingbirds and extensive journals on his scientific and agricultural 

explorations.  Dropping a passing reference to his mockingbird avi-

ary or a brief quote related to his agricultural passions humani es 

efferson, and if a student shares that interest - a question is asked. 

If questions are responded to with a smile, and a suggested link to 

on-line archives of efferson s writings on the topic rather than spe-

cific answers students must research to scratch their curious itch and 

meet their design need.1   At these moments, scripting of imaginative 

narratives begins to transfer from instructor to students, and multi-

ple participatory narratives emerge from the primary instructional 

narrative.  Students begin to direct not only their own narrative but 

also the inquiry, research, story-world construction their narrative 

requires and design project that their narrative influences.

CONCLUSIONS

Narrative imagination is an effective means to understand and 

explore design, construction and inhabitation of place.  As the pre-

ceding example illustrates, it is possible to imagine an instructional 

narrative that generates multiple design-narratives.  It is also possible 

to use a narrative script to explore in detail the processes of design 

and successive inhabitation of place. Several lessons result from giv-

ing voice and form to the participatory and emergent narratives of 

architectural education and place. 

First, the accuracy of imagination improves when narratives of con-

struction and craft are accurately imagined.  Accurate research pro-

vides the data that fuels accurate imagination. Also, a strong working 

knowledge of the processes and practices of different media, material 

and structural expressions improves trans-medial translation. 

Second, inquiry into moments when the sources do not match leads 

to speculation on the reasons behind discrepancies. Deeper research 

prompted by inquiry leads to critical assessment of the strengths and 

weaknesses of each variation. The strategic gaps, small mysteries and 

invoked questions of the storyteller s art engage curiosity, encourage 

individual research in studio. 

Third, imagining narratives of gender race and social hierarchies 

in relation to contemporary and historic cultural settings help stu-

dents develop empathy and understand the interplay between con-

figuration of space and social-cultural habits as culture changes.  

While the narrative  comparison in this paper is both trans-cultural 

and trans-historical, this observation also applies when trans-cul-

tural or trans-geographic narrative comparisons occur within the 

same time period.

Fourth, trans-cultural and or trans-historical study of place help 

students understand that social-cultural and physical order is rarely 

static, and even familiar places and uses embody traces of unfamiliar 

practices when engaged through alternate narratives.

Fifth, inhabitants actively reimagine, revise and re-configure 

places.  In short, inhabitants are participants in scripting and enacting 

the narratives of place.

Lastly, formal design conventions often encode narrative practices 

of environmental comfort, social values and roles that can be visu-

ali ed and scripted.  For example, small rooms and aligned windows 

and doors of efferson s variant on Palladian order encode a cellular 

spatial configuration common to his era that can be enclosed for fire-

place heating (or privacy) or opened up enfilade for summer venti-

lation.1   Sectional organi ation of service courts in the basements, 

classroom on the academic lawn, and private apartments with balco-

nies above encode social, gender and racial realms that privileged the 

academic master and student.15 (Figure 5) efferson further empha-

si es his personal values when he assigns the privileged location at 

the head of The Lawn to a library, The Rotunda.  Filled with books 

that he himself selects, purchases and bequeaths to his university, 

this decision reflects the high value that efferson places on reason 

and knowledge.  

In closing, narrative can aid imagination of temporal and physical 

patterns of individual, cultural and social actions, roles, customs and 

practices  and the configuration of space and material in response.  

Table 2.  TIMELINE of KEY EVENTS

1779 Thomas efferson introduces “Bill for the More general 

Diffusion of nowledge” to the irginia General Assembly, pro-

posing state education system. 

1780 Argand lamp patented by Aim  Argand. (Salt man, 1999)

1784 efferson encounters the lamp in Paris and describes it in 

a letter to ames Madison.  ( efferson, Thomas. 195 )

1810 Thomas efferson writes letter describing the

Academical illage “To the Trustees of the Lottery for East 

Tennessee College” describing the Academical illage . 

( efferson, Thomas. 2 5) to the irginia General Assembly, 

proposing state education system.

1814-1823  Thomas efferson corresponds with other archi-

tects and draws plans for the University s Academical illage.

1817 Cornerstone laid for Central College building ultimate-

ly to become Pavilion II of the University of irginia. Central 

College Board of isitors, including efferson, Madison, and 

Monroe, approve land west of Charlottesville.

1825 First classes meet at University of irginia, with teach-

ing more than 1  students by year s end. efferson Debating 

and Literary Society founded. Rowdy students disrupt Lawn 

life, resulting in expulsion of three, including efferson s own 

great-grand-nephew.

1920 Women admitted to the University of irginia as gradu-

ate and professional students.

1950 Gregory H. Swanson, first African-American student at 

the University, enters Law School.

Table 2. Timeline of ey Events based on  “Timeline of the Founding of 
the University of irginia.”  Edited and augmented by author additions. 
(Encyclopedia, Thomas efferson.)
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It is hoped that in line with efferson s ambitions for his Academical 

illage, that critical practice of narrative imagination might develop 

the power and ambition of design students and practitioners to work 

fluidly across time to create, critique, and transform design practice, 

architectural place, and society. 

APPENDIX 1. EXAMPLES FROM THE SIX STUDIES16

This series of six studies occurs during a -week required research 

project in a second-year design studio.  A design assignment that 

offers students opportunities to apply their recently acquired narra-

tive skills to design and presentation of a project that expresses their 

own contemporary design sensibility.  While an example of using nar-

rative to study a historic case is presented, narrative imagination is 

not limited to historic applications.

The examples that follow include both instructional prompts and  

student responses to the prompts for the six studies. Most examples 

are drawn from the work of a single student, Destiny Huff, to provide 

an example of one student s narrative imagination in several studies.

In the first iteration of the instructional narrative, ORDER was 

positioned as the 1st STUDY to create a digital model needed for 

performance studies. However, in later iterations of the course, the 

instructional narrative was changed to split construction of the D 

digital-model into stages aligned with the narrative for each study. 

This allowed the instructional narrative to develop a richer investi-

gation of how formal configuration and order encode practices for 

phenomenal experience, comfort performance, and social order 

in both vernacular practice and Palladian order.  The example illus-

trates this revision.

The revised instructional narrative begins with a simple 

PREPARATION study of geometric and proportional order used to 

develop a geometric scaffold on which the first D digital-model (per-

formative narrative) is assembled. During the 2nd through 5th stud-

ies, students adjust the initial scaffold and synthesi e new elements 

into the model as they learn more about construction techniques  

environmental comfort, lighting, cooking technologies, and cultural 

use of space in 1817-25.  Elements for each study are grouped as a 

separate layer set.  

During Study.  ORDER, students use their first digital model to 

create a second model (below left) to generate illustrations for a 

short animation that narrates their personal interpretation of an 

8-step visual process for deriving  the order, grammar and experience 

of their assigned pavilion. This narrative strongly influenced by the

parametric shape-grammar develop by Mitchell G. Stiny in his 1978

article, The Palladian Grammar.17 The steps in this grammar narrative 

are as follows with modifications of Stiny s grammar by the instructor 

indicated in parentheses  

1. Grid definition (and geometry)  

2. exterior-wall definition (thickness)  

. room layout  

. interior-wall realignment  

5. principal entrances porticoes and exterior-wall inflections  

. exterior ornamentation (porticoes and) columns

7. windows and doors  (apertures for bree e)  

8. termination (synthesis). 

Figure 2b illustrates a study of window and door alignments in

Pavilion III used to both understand the principles of cross-ventila-

tion (figure b) and to generate the 7th step of the parametric gram-

mar, apertures for bree e (figure 2a).  Figure 2a is a  single frame from 

Destiny Huff s narrative video for the 8 steps of Palladian grammar.  

This frame illustrates the underlying geometric grid order (expressed 

as planes)  the completed elements of Step.  exterior ornamentation 

(porticoes and columns)  and the first elements added during Step.7 

(apertures-lawn level). 

By the completion of the Study.  ORDER, students have developed 

a narrative and learned a complete process for using sketches, cine-

matic digital model studies and other communication tools to imagine 

and visuali e narrative embedded in designed place. In addition, the 

abstraction of order required to create the parametric shape-grammar 

narrative strips away the specificity of 19th century ornamentation to 

create a trans-historical bridge between present and past existences 

and order of a single place. This frees students to shift toward more 

contemporary language in the design investigations that follow.

Figure 2a. Above is a single frame from a narrative video developed by Destiny 
Huff during Study.  ORDER to illustrate the 8 step narrative of Palladian 
Grammar.  This frame depicts Step . exterior ornamentation addition of 
(porticos and) columns to the form, and the addition of first floor aperatures for 
Step 7. windows and doors  (apertures for bree e). 

Figure 2b. Above right is the Destiny Huff s plan study of aperture alignments 
for Step 7. windows and doors  (apertures for bree e). Figure 2b at left shows 
the addition of these aperatures to the digital model. (source  efferson s 
Sketchbook,  Collected Works from Architecture 272, edited by author, 2 17)
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Figure 3b.  The prompt for Study   House for Commodore Stephen Decatur,
Benjamin Henry Latrobe , 1818. 17 8 ackson Place, N.W., Washington, D.C. Roof 
elevation, flue diagram, and parapet. drawing  ink, watercolor, and wash on paper. 
Collection of the Library of Congress. 

E AMPLE   STUDY.   Imagining Heat.  

In the lower left hand corner is an etching of fireplace and 

chimneys for the Decatur House, 1818, by Benjamin Henry 

Latrobe used as a visual prompt for narrative imagination of 

thermal performance and comfort. Destiny Huff s imagination 

of hearth-mass and flues (left) and the warmth and smoke in the 

pavilion Ill interior if the basement door is left open (right). During 

Study.  Ms. Huff who had not studied chimneys or masonry 

construction before this exercise made many adjustments in 

chimneys, fireplaces, franklin stoves, and load bearing masonry 

walls as she better imagined thermal currents that guide the  

movement of smoke and the technology and craft of the mason. 

Figure 3a.  (above).  Destiny Huff s graphic and written  responses to the prompt
for Study . Imagining Heat.   (source  efferson s Sketchbook,  Collected Works 
from Architecture 272, edited by author, 2 17)

The location of the hearth mass 

within this pavilion is slightly off-centered.

nowing the assembly 

and location of this form, 

one can begin to imagine 

its exterior shell as a thick lantern.

The effect of each fireplace and stove 

in combination with one another 

sends warmth throughout 

this space in a uniform way, 

. . .the heat (rising) 

between levels (through open doors)

- Destiny Huff, observations 2 17
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Figure 4a.  (above). isual Prompts  for Study . Coolness of Bree e.  Young
Woman by a Window” by Franceso Bartolo i, 18 , after George Chinnery. 
Above right is an illustration of double-sash window elements ( p19, The Old 
House ournal, 198 ).

E AMPLES   STUDY.   Coolness of Bree e.  

 Above  are images used to prompt students to imagine adjusting 

window sashes to ventilate a pavilion in the summer months.18  

At left is an etching “Young Woman by a Window” by Franceso 

Bartolo i, 18 , after George Chinnery. Above right is an 

illustration of double-sash window elements from ( p19, The Old 

House ournal, 198 ). Below is Destiny Huff s imagination of how 

different positions of the upper and lower window sashes might 

affect the distribution and movement of a thermally motivated 

bree e between windows on the hot and cool facades of the 

Pavilion III.  The hope is that students will transfer the practice 

of imaginative visuali ation developed in this course to help 

them visuali e thermal flows during later coursework on passive 

ventilation principles and si ing of system elements.

Figure 4b.  (below)  Examples of Destiny Huff s graphic and written responses to 
Study .  Coolness of Bree e  (source  efferson s Sketchbook,  Collected Works 
from Architecture 272, edited by author, 2 17)
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Figure 5b. Leah Cassetty and William Smith s response to the prompt for 
Study.  Occupants.  (source  efferson s Sketchbook,  Collected Works from 
Architecture 272, edited by author, 2 17)

E AMPLES   STUDY.  OCCUPANTS 

Figure 5a. above is Benjamin Tanner s 1825 engraving of life 

on the Lawn, which is used to prompt students to imagine social 

conventions  in 1817-1825. Note the depiction of gender realms 

and roles  young (male) scholars recline or converse on the lawn  

women appear only on the apartment balconies- assisted by 

men or holding children. By 1922, only five female students had 

earned degrees at U A and gender remained a consideration for 

admission to U A until 1972.  It wasn t until 195  that Gregory H. 

Swanson the first African American was admitted to U A in 195  

following a lawsuit.

Figure 5b. at left shows Leah Cassetty and William Smith s 

response to the prompt to visuali e 19th century social territories 

and hierarchies for Pavilion I . The master has free access to all 

levels of the pavilion, lawn and service areas. The master s wife 

and children are limited to the domestic territories of upstairs 

apartment, balcony and the back garden (not shown). Servant

slaves occupy the basement rooms, service yard and back alley,  

which they would leave only when summoned to serve upstairs. 

Students, who are all men in 1825 live in small rooms on the lawn 

level and attend classes and dinners with the master on the lawn 

level of the pavilions.19 

Figure 5a. Details from Benjamin Tanner s 182  engraving of the Rotunda
and the Lawn from Herman Boy s 182  map of irginia, used to illustrate the 
prompt for Study .
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